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Abstract
Purpose There is a widespread recognition that biomedical explanations offer benefits to those diagnosed
with a mental disorder. Recent research points out that
such explanations may nevertheless have stigmatizing
effects. In this study, this ‘mixed blessing’ [2] account
of biomedical explanations is investigated in a case of
philosophical interest: Tourette Syndrome.
Method We conducted a vignette survey with 221 participants in which we first assessed quantitative attributions of blame as well as the desire for social distance for
behavior associated with Tourette Syndrome.
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Results In our study, it is confirmed that in the case
of biomedical explanations, less blame is attributed
than in the case of psychosocial explanations. When
presented with a mixed (or an epigenetic) explanation stressing an entanglement of biological and psychosocial factors this did not increase blame attribution. The desire for social distance is unaffected by
the type of explanation but the participants’ free text
feedback indicates this might obfuscate an underlying dilemma between stigma and blame revealed in
recent research.
Conclusion There seems to be potential for blame
reduction in explanations where biological and psychosocial factors are entangled. However, dynamic, ‘epigenetic’, explanations require further qualitative research
to be performed as well as a philosophical framework
to account for the ‘mixed blessings’ account.
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Biological accounts of psychopathology have been positively received. Attribution theory, a leading theory in
social psychology [1], predicts that the less responsibility
one attributes to an agent, the less they will be blamed
and with this, the less stigma is attached to their condition. Recent empirical studies question this prediction.
They connect biomedical accounts to an increase in
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stigma. While describing psychopathologies as neurobiological indeed seems to reduce the amount of blame one
receives for one’s behavior, they also seem to automatically increase perceptions of a person’s “dangerousness”,
unpredictability and prognostic pessimism. Two recent
reviews of this empirical research then qualify biological
accounts of psychopathology as a mixed blessing [2] or
a double edged sword [3]. Their hypothesis is that biomedical models engender an essentialism with respect to
psychopathologies. In so doing, the potential for exculpation of biological explanations is inherently linked to an
increase in dehumanization of the subjects so diagnosed.
A potential net effect of this is the increase of stigmatization and, therefore, of social exclusion. It is worth noting the relative breadth that the studies in each of these
reviews span: depression, ADHD, schizophrenia, obesitas, addiction are just a subset of the issues investigated
under this experimental paradigm. The findings in these
studies seem to be generalizable across conditions. The
investigation of specific conditions may shed further light
on more general underlying phenomena related to blame
and stigma.
Tourette Syndrome is a case in point of the link
between neurobiological explanations and a decrease
in blame attribution. As Kushner [4] explains in his
history of the etiology of Tourette Syndrome, there
was an intimate relationship between progressively
abandoning psychogenic explanations of Tourette’s1
in favor of neurobiological explanations and the
positive reception of the latter for their exculpatory
potential. The DSM-5 [5] describes the diagnostic
criteria of Tourette Syndrome as follows: multiple
motor tics and at least one phonic tic, with an onset
before 18 years of age. Common examples of motor
tics include eye-blinking and head-nodding; examples of phonic tics include sniffing or throat-scraping.
Both the frequency and type of tics vary with environmental factors which are induced by, at least,
stress, different everyday activities and spaces with
related sensory load [6]. Timing of diagnosis and
prognosis vary widely. Whereas in most cases onset

1
We will use the official DSM-5 [5] designation of Tourette
Syndrome interchangeably with that of Tourette’s. The former
designation is the one technically used in psychiatric contexts
while the latter is mostly preferred by those so diagnosed in
everyday contexts. Out of respect for this preference we will
use ‘Tourette’s’ whenever there is no direct reference to a medical context.
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is typically estimated between 4 and 6 years of age,
the diagnosis can follow much later—or not at all,
e.g., because it is not sought [7]. Prognosis in many
cases is good with its symptoms remitting into young
adulthood [8]. Although Tourette’s is often thought to
be rare and tied to coprolalia (the compulsive uttering of swear words), a recent population study suggests a prevalence of around 1% of the general population, with the specific coprolalia symptom being
rather rare2 (< 15%) in the diagnosed population [10].
Whilst coprolalia is relatively rare, a tendency to nonobscene socially inappropriate behavior is relatively
common [11].
This makes Tourette’s a paradigmatic example for
investigating the relation between biological explanations, exculpation and stigma in the current context.
Indeed, as tics tend to overlap with acts normally considered blameworthy, it has been used by Schroeder
[13] as the paradigmatic case of (absence of) moral
responsibility based on it being a purely neurological
condition3. Schroeder constructs a philosophical argument opposing two cases, “Sarah” and “Dale” exhibiting the very same behavior. The pivotal element
in assessing blameworthiness of the two individuals
is the explanation of this behavior. For “Sarah” this
explanation is based on construing her Tourette’s as
a purely neurological condition (‘deficit of inhibition’
located in the basal ganglia). The behavior of “Dale”,
on the other hand, is construed as caused by purely
psychosocial elements, notably as a bad habit stemming from his upbringing. As one intuitively would
consider “Dale” – but not “Sarah” – blameworthy for
their behavior, this can, per Schroeder’s argument,
only be on account of the specific neurobiological element which is specific to the “Sarah” case. In philosophy the same assumption was made as in psychology,
namely, that biological accounts, by putting certain

2

Mischaracterization of Tourette Syndrome in popular culture
is known to stigmatize people diagnosed, see for instance Ben
Ezra and colleagues [9]. In this paper we only give the nuances
necessary for the argument but we encourage readers to inform
themselves as stigmatization is undoubtedly the major contributor to (at least) secondary mental health issues in the diagnosed population [12]. See also Appendix 2 of in which we
give the debriefing statement of our study that was designed to
at least counteract stereotypes with our participants.
3
See also Arpaly and Schroeder [14] for elaborating this philosophical interpretation of Tourette’s as a part of their comprehensive moral psychology framework on desire.
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behavior out of the control of the individual’s agency,
confer an intuitive benefit as regards those individuals not being blamed for certain ranges of behavior
tied to their diagnosis. This benefit is mirrored in the
historical account of Tourette Syndrome as one of the
reasons why neurological etiology of Tourette’s is
preferred in favor of the psychogenic one [4].
As it was described above for psychopathological
conditions in general, also for Tourette Syndrome,
there is empirical evidence that when its causal etiology is framed biomedically both stigmatization and
social exclusion increase [15, 16]. At the same time,
both for Tourette’s as for diagnoses of mental disorder
in general, a strict dichotomy between psychosocial
and biomedical explanations, and therefore also the
dichotomy in their effects, is now becoming obsolete.
Indeed, for Tourette’s specifically, scientific evidence
points to an entanglement of biological and psychosocial factors with respect to expressing specific tics
in behavior, for instance the evidence for the epigenetic nature of Tourette’s given by Pagliaroli and colleagues [17]. Therefore, it could be enlightening to
extend the exculpation-stigma literature towards Tourette’s and further investigate empirically the dilemma
between access to exculpation and stigma-mediated
social exclusion (the mixed blessings or double-edged
sword relations mentioned above) that seems at odds
with both existing psychological and philosophical frameworks. Specifically, we were inspired by
Strawson’s ethical framework [18] where taking the
‘objective attitude’ towards atypical behavior leads to
a form of exculpation, called ‘exemption’. Whilst, at
the face of it, such an objective attitude can inspire
benevolent feelings (such as pity) toward those who
are deemed categorically different – for instance on
account of a deficit in their neurology – it comes at
a significant interpersonal cost. Indeed, as noted by
Strawson, the objective attitude is profoundly incompatible with ‘the normal range’ of human emotions
(including for instance friendship and love). In the
empirical literature there is ambivalence with respect
to social distance: despite clear signs of stigmatization, it is not directly measured in classical social distance constructs [2]. Therefore, we wanted to explicitly revisit the measuring of social distance in a novel
experimental design related to the specific case of
Tourette Syndrome.
In the present study we aimed to investigate how
blame for behavior common to Tourette’s was related

2

to a perception that these behaviors were generated
by a biological, rather than a psychogenic cause.
We further sought to investigate whether individuals
expressed a greater desire for social distance when
such behaviors were attributed to a psychosocial
cause rather than to a psychogenic cause. Finally, we
study if the more nuanced explanation, that entangles
biological and psychosocial elements, impacts these
measures.

Methods
Recruitment
The study was designed and executed using the online
survey platform Qualtrics. We recruited 221 paid participants via the online participant recruitment service Prolific. Two eligibility criteria were applied.
First, recruitment was limited to participants with
English as their mother tongue given the study was
entirely designed in English. Second, recruitment was
limited to participants aged between 19 to 45 years to
ensure all participants could imagine themselves in
an environment of adult education. Ethical approval
was obtained through the University ethical committee (approval number SHW_19_65 dd. 13/12/2019).
A pre-registration of the study was done via the Open
Science Framework (OSF) [19].
Procedure
The survey presented participants with a sequence of
vignettes described in detail below with reference to
Fig. 1. In an introductory vignette participants were
asked to picture themselves in an adult education setting to align experiences across participants and also
to anchor them in a situation that they could vividly
imagine. The vignette read as follows:
“Picture yourself in a classroom for education
to adults. This might be in university, college,
corporate training or the like, whatever you can
most vividly imagine.”
After this introductory vignette, all participants were
presented with three consecutive vignettes describing
behavior that could disrupt an ongoing lecture. For
each of the vignettes, participants were asked whether
Vol.: (0123456789)
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Fig. 1  Survey Flow

the person so behaving was to blame for their behavior
on an ordinal scale with five response levels ranging
from “Definitely not” (1) to “Definitely yes” (5). They
were also asked to rate the extent to which they thought
the behavior was caused by biological or by psychological factors on a 100-point analogue scale (0 fully
biological; 100 fully psychological). We used an ordinal scale for blame so as to align with the experiments
reviewed in the meta-review by Haslam and Kvaale
[2]. We used an analogue sliding scale for the biological and psychological factors to allow participants to
indicate the degree to which the behavior was seen as
more or less the one or the other (see the Discussion
and Limitations sections).
The three vignettes read as follows:
“Alex is one of your classmates. He regularly
runs out of class to the restroom. The teacher
asks him to stop behaving this way as it disrupts
the class.”
“John is one of your classmates. He regularly
voices disagreement with the teacher. The teacher
Vol:. (1234567890)
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asks him to stop behaving this way as it disrupts
the class.”
“Dale is one of your classmates. He regularly
scrapes his throat as if to say ‘Ahum’. The
teacher asks him to stop behaving this way as it
disrupts the class.”
The goal of these vignettes was to establish a baseline level of blame attributed for each of these behaviors and to gauge potential correlation between blame
and the more neurological or psychological explanations for behavior. We selected the ‘throat-scraping’
tic as a phonic tic common to people diagnosed with
Tourette Syndrome, and as such minimally necessary
for diagnosis, whilst at the same time minimally stereotypical (see Limitations section for a discussion).
In order to understand the spontaneous reaction to
behavior representative for Tourette’s we introduce
– contrary to the vignette studies reviewed in above
mentioned reviews – this behavior, without linking
it to the diagnostic label of Tourette Syndrome or to
some specific etiological explanation. This allows us
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to baseline the variable ‘Blame’ for different types
of disruptive behavior as well as correlate this variable to spontaneous attribution of whether the cause
of such behavior is attributed rather to neurological or
psychogenic causes.
After this baseline, the participants were randomly
distributed over one of two conditions. In these conditions, Dale then took two alternate disclosure strategies in order to explain his behavior. The first was
the ‘Brain condition’. In this strategy, Dale started
out explaining his behavior as flowing from him having a neurological condition. The second strategy
was the ‘Habit condition’ in which Dale explained
his behavior as having been left with bad habits
based on his upbringing. These conditions mirror the
“Dale”/”Sarah” vignettes of the thought experiment
by Schroeder [13] described above, as well as nature
(biological) versus nurture (psychogenic) accounts
reviewed by Kushner in his historical account of Tourette’s [4].
The vignettes read as follows:
Brain_1: “During the break you see Dale talking to the teacher. When class resumes, the
teacher gives the floor to Dale, who explains
that his throat-scraping is a tic flowing from
how his brain works. He says it is more difficult
to control when he is stressed.”
Habit_1: “During the break you see Dale talking to the teacher. When class resumes, the
teacher gives the floor to Dale, who explains
that his throat-scraping is a habit flowing from
how he was raised. He says it is more difficult to
control when he is stressed.”
After having been presented with these vignettes,
we asked the participants in the respective conditions’
context to revisit their blame attributions, after which
they were presented with two questions related to
social distance. The first was a measure we devised
ourselves. In this we asked them how many friends
they thought Dale had compared to an average individual. Answers were recorded on an ordinal scale
ranging from “much less” (1) to “much more” (5).
The second was a social distance construct regularly
used in this type of studies. For our study, we reused
the phrasing, and the scoring rules, of a recent autism
disclosure study by White et al. [20], see Appendix 1
for direct reference. Such a multi-item social distance
construct is traditionally used in the previous studies
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as reviewed by Haslam and Kvaale [2]. As they note,
these traditional social distance constructs lead to
inconclusive results in their meta-analysis.. For this
reason we introduced our first alternative single-item
question, to allow us to better discriminate participant
responses across the conditions.
Starting from the baseline information above, we
can compare the evolution of blame and desire for
social distance in two conditions: one, the brain condition, where the behavior representative of Tourette
Syndrome is explained as explicitly neurological and
another, the habit condition, in which it is explained
as explicitly psychosocial. In this first disclosure step,
we do this without mentioning diagnostic labels in
order to avoid introducing specific prejudices participants may have with respect to Tourette’s.
In each of the conditions, a subsequent vignette
was presented in which Dale explains his condition in
more detail. This explanation was designed to align
with views of Tourette Syndrome that suggest that
psychosocial and biological factors co-contribute (an
‘epigenetic’ approach) to such behavior. Participants
were asked to respond to the same set of questions as
per the previous vignette. In both the brain and habit
conditions this second vignette read as follows:
Brain_2/Habit_2: “You wonder about Dale and
decide to ask him for details after class. He explains
his doctor told him that recent research in a field
called ‘epigenetics’ shows his behavior flows from
an interplay of neurological and environmental factors. This explains there sometimes is an overlap
between tics and what is commonly considered
socially inappropriate habits.”
In this way we checked how a more nuanced framing that entangles biological and psychosocial elements influences the evolution of attribution of blame
and desire for social distance. In the vignettes this is
referred to as an ‘epigenetic’ approach. This allowed
us to explicitly study what effect more nuanced, less
dichotomous, explanations have and if they help us to
transcend the blame-stigma ‘double-edged sword’ or
‘mixed blessings’ dilemma.
In a naturalistic setting, explaining one’s behavior
would include, eventually, disclosing one’s specific
diagnostic label. For this reason we introduced in
each of the conditions a third and last vignette. In this
vignette Dale explicitly labeled his condition as ‘Tourette Syndrome’. Again, we asked the participants to
Vol.: (0123456789)
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answer the same questions. The vignette read as follows in both conditions:
Brain_3/Habit_3: “In a next discussion Dale
tells you he is diagnosed with Tourette Syndrome. He does not like to mention this straight
away because it sometimes elicits one-sided
reactions.”
Because, as previously stated, several studies show
ambivalent or insignificant differences on social distance constructs we asked the participants to answer
how they felt about the survey, using a free text input
(this option was again given after the debriefing
statement).
“You almost finished the study. At this point,
please share (this is completely optional) some
of your thoughts with respect to the study. If you
do, please limit this to 5-10 lines maximum and
be sure not to provide any information breaking
your anonymity.”
At the end of the survey demographic information
as to age, gender or direct acquaintance with people
with a psychiatric, neurodevelopmental or very specifically Tourette Syndrome diagnosis was collected
(either whether participants themselves fell in these
categories or whether they knew someone who did,
either as family or as friend). Analysis of this part of
the data is outside of the scope of this paper.
Results
Our hypotheses and predictions on the different variables have been logged in our OSF4 pre-registration
[19], both our raw data obtained as well as our analysis via SPSS have been logged there for reference too.
As to the first three vignettes. First, there was no
significant difference in blame attribution between the
Dale throat-scraping vignette (Mean 2.76, SD 0.967)
and the Alex bathroom vignette (Mean 2.70, SD 0.992)
as per a paired sample t-test (t = -0.752, df = 220,
p < 0.453) (see further in Limitations). Second, a paired

4
The OSF data were not shared during the blind peer review
process and as such were not reviewed by the anonymous
reviewers (in line with review processes of non-pre-registered
manuscripts).
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sample t-test showed that the John interruption vignette
did have significantly higher blame attribution (Mean
3.83, SD 0.966) with respect to both the Alex and Dale
vignettes (respectively: t = -12.030, df = 220, p < 0.001
and t = 12.138, df = 220, p < 0.001). Third, responses
to the Dale vignette trended toward higher blame
attribution.
A next question across these three baseline
vignettes (as preregistered), was to check whether
higher blame attribution correlates with a spontaneously more psychological explanation of behavior by
the participants. This was indeed the case. Figure 2
gives a statistical illustration of this result related to
the Alex vignette. The mean and the 95% CI on psychological explanation of behavior by participants
were consistently higher for higher blame attribution. The graphs related to the two other vignettes
exhibited the same pattern, clearly showing that the
more blame is attributed by respondents, the higher
the associated behavior is attributed to psychological
causes. And vice versa, the less blame was attributed
the more exclusively that type of behavior is attributed to biological causes.
Next, we compared blame attribution in the baseline Dale vignette with the blame attribution in the
two conditions, following the presentation of the
‘Brain_1’ and ‘Habit_1’ vignettes.
Both conditions showed significant differences in
blame attribution compared to the baseline. Comparing within the experimental group in the neurological
condition showed a marked decrease of blame attribution after explaining Dale’s behavior in neurological terms in the Brain_1 vignette (Mean 1,3, SD
0.549) when compared to that in the baseline Dale
vignette (Mean 2,67, SD 0.937). The difference was
highly significant according to a paired sample t-test
(t = 15.545, df = 110, p < 0.001). An unanticipated
result was that blame was also significantly reduced
in the experimental group in the psychosocial condition. After Dale’s behavior was explained in a psychosocial way in the Habit_1 vignette blame attribution
decreased (Mean 1,85, SD 0.826) compared to the
one in the baseline Dale vignette (respectively Mean
2.86, SD 0.991). This difference was also significant according to a paired sample t-test (t = 12.964,
df = 109, p < 0.001).
With respect to this element of our results, we
finally note that the difference in blame reduction
in the neurological and psychosocial conditions was
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Fig. 2  Mean and 95% CI psychological attribution as function of blame attribution

itself significant, as can be seen from non-overlapping Confidence Intervals on the difference between
baseline blame attribution and blame attribution in
the two conditions (Mean Diff 1.369/1.018, CI = 95%
1.194–1.545/0.863–1.174 neurological and psychosocial conditions respectively).
To conclude, we looked at the effects of introducing the second and third vignettes in each of the conditions. We started by analysing the blame attribution as it progresses with introduction of subsequent
vignettes and then finalized statistical reports in doing
the same with our two social distance measures.
As shown in Fig. 3, blame attribution in the two
experimental groups responded differently to the
introduction of the follow-on vignettes. In the brain
condition, introduction of epigenetic information in
the Brain_2 vignette did not affect blame attribution.
Introduction of this same epigenetic information in the
Habit_2 vignette did significantly reduce attribution of
blame, in the direction of the blame attribution in the
neurological condition. Explicit introduction of the
Tourette diagnosis in the Brain_3 and Habit_3 vignettes
resulted in further decrease of blame in both conditions.
In fact, blame attribution across these two conditions

converged after the introduction of the diagnostic label.
We note that the total information received by all of the
participants, as from the second vignette in either condition, was the same but presented in a different order.
In summary: whereas epigenetic framing did not
impact in the brain condition, it did lead to less blame
attribution in the habit condition. Introduction of the
Tourette label resulted in a final change in both conditions: blame attribution converged. This was irrespective of whether respondents started out with a neurological or a psychosocial explanation.
With respect to the social distance measures: neither
of the two measures were significantly different between
conditions nor were they responsive to introduction of
additional information within the conditions. For sake
of clarity of exposition, we show this result for the interested reader in Appendix 3 (Figs. 4 and 5).
As mentioned in the Methods section, we also wanted
to gauge the drivers for answering in a certain way, specifically with respect to the social distance measures
given the inconclusive results reported in the review of
Haslam and Kvaale [2] and replicated here. A free text
field (with a substantive answer to the open question at
the end of the survey) was filled out by 70 out of 221
Vol.: (0123456789)
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Fig. 3  Blame attribution
mean and 95% CI per time
point and condition

respondents (this is after discounting 18 answers related
to the mechanics of the survey). This represents about
30% of respondents who gave some substantive qualitative feedback. Distribution of this feedback over participant gender and age was not remarkably different to
overall participants’ age and gender distribution reported
higher. The amount of answers in either condition were
about equal i.e. around 35 answers per condition. Most
answers were short (10–30 words) with some exceptions (50–100 words). For clarity of exposition, we come
back to the content and some samples of this feedback
in the discussion (full data set is available from the OSF
register).
Discussion
The results of our study have confirmed the pre-registered
hypothesis (see OSF entry) that blame attribution covaries
positively with psychological explanation of the disruptive
behavior and negatively with biological explanation of that
behavior. Likewise, they have confirmed that a neurological
explanation lowers blame attribution more than a psychological explanation. This largely replicates findings reported
in review studies [2, 3] in the case of Tourette Syndrome.
An unanticipated result of our study is that, although a
neurological explanation reduces blame attribution the
most, psychological explanations also reduces blame attribution significantly with respect to the baseline level. At
the same time, and as predicted, introducing an epigenetic
explanation – in which biological and psychological factors
Vol:. (1234567890)
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were explicitly entangled – reduced blame attribution in
the context of a prior psychological explanation but left it
unchanged in the context of a prior biological explanation.
Again as predicted, introduction of a ‘Tourette Syndrome’
label is associated with the lowest blame attribution, independent of previous explanations of the behavior. Finally,
we did not confirm our hypothesis on the relative difference
of social distance with respect to a psychological, neurological or epigenetic explanation in the vignettes. At the
same time, this finding is in line with the conclusions of the
meta-review by Haslam and Kvaale [2]. Our design for this
reason allowed participants to share their reasoning via free
text responses, giving us some qualitative data as a background to understand the rationale for their reactions.
We discuss the last four nuances brought to light
by our study in more detail below.
First, whereas both in philosophy [13] as in the
previous experimental paradigms [2, 3] biological
and psychosocial explanations are treated as rival
explanations,5 an unanticipated result of our study is

5

An anonymous reviewer correctly remarked that it would not
be reasonable to portray all philosophical or psychological theorizing as committed to biological and psychosocial etiologies
as rival accounts. However, this is not what we want to convey.
We merely point to the important fact that they are sometimes
so portrayed, and crucially so in the philosophical and experimental psychology literature that forms a starting point for our
study. We want to explicitly recognize the nuances introduced
by Haslam, Lebowitz and their colleagues, see for instance the
last comment of this paragraph.
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that they rather work with different force but in the
same direction. In our study, both explanations result
in significant decrease of blame attribution albeit that
the neurological explanation, in line with previous
experimental results, has a more pronounced impact.
This is all the more relevant since recent scientific
evidence [17] for Tourette’s suggests that it should
not be considered as a phenomenon that arises only
as a result of an individual’s neurobiology. Based on
this result it may be misleading to study a condition
via the reactions to two contrast cases of biological
and psychosocial framing respectively. Indeed, in so
doing one would by design miss out a common effect,
at least with respect to blame attributions, which is
present in both. This may then lead to missing one
possible way out of the mixed blessing or doubleedged sword binds, one that is already suggested by
Lebowitz and Apelbaum [3]: an ‘epigenetic’ explanation of the behavior.6
Second, when one explicitly introduces such an
epigenetic explanation we find that, on a psychosocial
background, it clearly decreases blame attribution.
How to interpret this result? In psychology, attribution theory [1] associates exculpation to control. The
less control an agent has over certain aspects of their
actions, the less they are blamed for them. A similar
reasoning is given in some philosophical literature,
for example Schroeder [13] uses Tourette Syndrome
specifically to show how a deficit of inhibition on

6
We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out
that our choice to present participants with a dichotomous continuous scale between fully biological and fully psychological
explanations forces a negative relationship on these two variables. We will discuss this at length in the Limitations section,
but we want to stress here that epigenetic explanations are in
line with such a dichotomous continuous scale given a number of phenomena such as height are naturally seen as less
under the influence of psychology, and others, such as feelings
of anxiety, as more under such influence. Naturally, as also
evident from results of our survey, participants will associate some phenomena as more to one or the other end of the
scale. The dichotomy between psychology and biology can be
seen as an idealization of such dynamics. Our results with the
dichotomous continuous scale then support the idea that it is
this idealization which leads to the mixed blessing or doubleedged sword double binds as they capture the underlying relation with blame but do so at the expense of obfuscating the
nuance of epigenetic entanglement of these two complementary perspectives (psychosocial and biological) on the behavioral phenomena.

2

account of some neurological deficit would be a sufficient intuitive reason for not being blameworthy.7
What our results show is that absence of control
because of putative neurological impairment is not
the only dimension or criterion in play here. This
points to more elaborate frameworks of moral responsibility in which the agent’s intentions or ‘Quality of
Will’ [21] also play a significant role. The framework
proposed by Strawson [18] that inspired this study is
a leading ‘Quality of Will’ approach. According to
this approach there are two ways of gaining access to
exculpation:
1. the behavior of another is considered with the
‘participant attitude’, where, as in our normal
everyday practice, we excuse the other based
on whether they showed us goodwill in trying to
counteract various factors that might have compelled them to act in ways we deem inappropriate.
2. atypical behavior is considered to be determined
by some categorical difference explaining why the
other was completely determined to act in an inappropriate way. In this case we view them with the
‘objective attitude’. The excuse we give then is an
‘exemption’, a standing excuse to act in certain
ways because of an inability to act otherwise.
What our results show is that it is not necessary to
gain access to exculpation via assumptions of a categorical difference anchored in a neurological deficit.
A more nuanced approach to Tourette’s is possible
where the behavior is explained, like in our everyday
responsibility practices, as an outcome of an entanglement of biological and psychosocial factors which still
admit the person diagnosed to express their ‘Quality

7

This is just one aspect of Schroeder’s comprehensive moral
responsibility theory which is not merely a control theory as
might appear by focusing only on the specific example of Tourette’s. Arpaly and Schroeder [14] in fact develop a more comprehensive (non-Strawsonian) Quality of Will-theory where
gradations of blameworthiness are explained as a confluence
of factors (for instance in the case of addiction). That said,
the Tourette Syndrime example shows they default to a control theory of moral responsibility in the case of ‘neurological
deficits’, as the actions flowing from them do not come from
(intrinsic) desires. At least in the Tourettic case our results
contradict such a conclusive role of neurology as opposed to
psychosocial factors in matters of ‘psychopathological’ moral
responsibility.
Vol.: (0123456789)
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of Will’. Although these two ways of gaining access to
exculpation would not be differentiated in quantitative
results, they will make a substantive qualitative difference toward people diagnosed with Tourette’s. Where
the ‘objective attitude’ might be a shortcut to exculpation, it also sets a person seen in this way categorically
apart from other human beings, in this case because
of a deficit in their brain. As Strawson [18] notes this
might be done for benevolent reasons and be compatible with positive emotions towards them but it is
not compatible with ‘the full range’ of human emotions such as love, friendship and the like. It would
therefore be intrinsically tied to some level of dehumanization of the Tourettic individual in accordance
with the mixed blessing [2] or double-edged sword
[3] dilemmas accompanying such ‘standing’ exculpation, or exemption. If, as our results indicate, people
diagnosed with Tourette Syndrome can gain access
to exculpation in Tourette Syndrome via the ‘participant attitude’ based on a more ‘epigenetic’ reading of
the condition, then this risk of dehumanization can be
avoided. As we will elaborate below with reference to
social distance, such more nuanced reading then might
allow to avoid stigma altogether without breaking
access to a full range of empathy.
A third nuance relates to introducing the Tourette
label explicitly. This leads to a decrease of blame
attribution in both conditions and this at the lowest
values recorded in our survey.8 We suspect that preconceptions around such labels, distinctly neurological for Tourette’s at this point in time [4], effectively
block out any additional information given. For this
reason we believe disclosing labels up front in a
survey, or in fact in actual disclosure practice—see
White et al. [20]—leads participants to answer in a
‘socially desirable’ way, thereby obfuscating how
they would in fact react in the naturalistic settings
where people diagnosed may opt not to disclose the
label given the potential stigma attached to it.
This brings us to the fourth and final nuance: the
social distance and stigma elements in our study. We
have not been able to bring out a worsening of social
distance in the responses to the vignettes, despite
8
We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out
that the very low values for blame attribution at this stage may
be indicative of a ‘floor effect’ within the ordinal 5-point scale
used in out survey. We come back to this in the Limitations
section.
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introducing, alongside the traditional social distance
construct, a new variable on estimating the amount
of friends with respect to average. This aligns with
the review of [3] where they suggest that social distance is to be considered as a downstream element
where ‘countervailing tendencies’ are neutralized.
They identify the possibility that there may be an
upstream issue in empathy that is obfuscated in quantitative measures of social distance. Stigma associated
with some condition would then be counterbalanced
by feelings of pity for the people with these conditions and benevolent desires for their social inclusion
despite their behavioral difference. This connects to
the conclusion of Haslam and Kvaale [2] who do
find, regardless of the inconclusive results on social
distance, persistent components of stigma related to
biomedical explanation. These elements are: prognosis, unpredictability as well as perceived dangerousness, all of these are connected to the ways in which
people tend to be treated in real-life situations. Coming back to our discussion of Strawson’s framework
mentioned: both ‘objective’ and ‘participant attitude’
towards another are characterized by feelings of rapprochement. However, in the one case these are feelings of pity whereas in the other they are feelings of
empathy which makes a crucial difference in actual
practice. Indeed, helping behavior stemming from
pity is often characterized as being a stigmatizing
micro-aggression by disabled people [22] showing
there is a real difference in (perceived) quality of
engagement even if (or precisely because) the engagement itself is explained from benevolent motives. It
therefore matters if the desire for social inclusion is
motivated by a genuine desire to allow participation
or stems from objectifying the other as ‘in need’ of
‘help’. Even if social distance constructs cannot bring
out this difference in a direct, measurable, way, the
latter may well come with a stigmatizing attitude that
is all the more frustrating as it defies direct measurement, something which is well expressed by the
phrases of double-edged sword or mixed blessing
with which we started this paper.
In fact, the qualitative data in response to our opentext feedback questions corroborate the assessment in
these reviews of a double-edged sword or mixed blessing in case of static, neurobiological explanations. A
closer look at these responses reveals that participants
seem aware of such a disclosure dilemma on the part
of people diagnosed with Tourette’s regardless of the
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exculpatory potential of an explanatory framing. Many
of our participants spontaneously bring up issues of
social exclusion and stigma in their open-text feedback. Most telling were the comments that expressed
an ‘ought’. They suggest why it is difficult to measure social exclusion directly, as people want to give
the socially desirable inclusive answer. Two examples
are: “I don’t think Dale should be treated differently
because of his condition.” (habit) and “I have a firm
belief that everyone no matter what their physical or
mental issues are should be treated the same as everyone else” (brain). Also prominent were the comments
that indicated that the survey had made respondents reflect on their own attitudes. They suggest that
regardless of the answers to the vignettes, participants
do acutely feel there is a need for ‘psychoeducation’ to
avoid potential stigma or exclusion. Two examples are:
“This made me reflect on the stigmas around mental
health” (brain) and “This is a very interesting study as
I do think the more people learn and understand about
others and why others are ‘acting’ the way that they
do, people then become more open and kinder to them
(at least I would hope so).” (habit). Most troubling for
an experimental survey method in this area are comments that suggest the motivation in answering in one
way or the other depends on participant context rather
than on (already artificial) vignette context. In and of
itself this already suggests that quantitative studies
like this one are to be complemented with qualitative
studies querying values and motivations.
All in all, in these remarks it becomes apparent
that even if social exclusion does not come out in the
quantitative results, it may well be prominent in the
way participants think about the presented case. In
other words, they do see the the dilemma suggested
by the ‘double-edged sword’ or ‘mixed blessing’
phrases in the review studies referenced above. This
also explains the origin of the pressure people diagnosed with Tourette’s feel to avoid tics. By ‘passing’
as normal, they do not have to explain their condition
and disclose their diagnostic label, thereby avoiding the issue. This pressure is clearly brought out
in empirical study of stigma in Tourette Syndrome
[15, 16] as well as evident in the disclosure studies
related to autism [20].

2

Conclusion
Our results indicate that being given a neurological
explanation for a behaviour has as a result that blame
attribution is decreased. Nevertheless, this should not
blind us from long term stigmatizing effects of reducing the condition to a genetic or neurological deficit
as indicated in the review studies [2, 3]. Indeed, the
remarks our participants filled in in the text boxes
indicate that our participants do feel this ‘doubleedged sword’ or ‘mixed blessing’ tension between
simplicity of explanation and the risk of social exclusion through stigma. In this sense, our results support the suggestion of [3] that social distance constructs might be incapable of bringing out this tension
because of ‘countervailing tendencies’ operative in
answering such items.
Our results indicate that there is potential for
avoiding an either/or situation with respect to biological or psychosocial framing of conditions.
Indeed, contrary to existing philosophical [13] and
psychological frameworks [1] both types of explanation result in a decrease of blame attribution.
Leaving a dichotomy between biological (nature)
and psychosocial (nurture) explanations, we find
that mixing them in a dynamic epigenetic explanation where biological and psychosocial elements
are entangled, does not increase blame attribution.
Exploring such more nuanced explanatory frameworks is not only more compatible with recent scientific results [17], it may provide a way for dissolving tensions expressed by the ‘double-edged sword’
and ‘mixed blessing’ phrases, tensions which are
arguably at the core of the lived experience of Tourette’s. That such an alternative for escaping stigma
is crucial, is evident from the fact that Quality of
Life issues in Tourette’s are to a large extent associated with stigma, for instance via ‘feelings of isolation, loneliness, and experiences of bullying” [12].
We believe, therefore, that a more nuanced approach
to conceptualizing the neurology of Tourette Syndrome
(and by extension of other mental ‘conditions’) needs
to be explored in tandem with a more elaborate moral
responsibility framework. According to the framework
of Strawson [18], initially inspiring the present study,
such a nuanced approach could allow for exculpation
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without running the risk of stigma via dehumanization
[2]. Indeed, oversimplifying neurological explanations
according to a simple nature/nurture dichotomy only
leaves room for seeing the condition as a ‘static deficit’
and therefore viewing the people so diagnosed with an
‘objective attitude’. But admitting more dynamic epigenetic conceptualizations—see also Lebowitz and Apelbaum [3]—would, in principle, admit viewing them
with a ‘participant attitude’ allowing them exculpation
based on their neurological difference without thereby
labeling them as categorically different on a basic
aspect of our social and moral functioning. Exploring
this option cannot be done, in our view and based on
our study, merely by quantitative study alone as the element of pity mentioned by Lebowitz and Apelbaum [3]
and Strawson [23] might obfuscate underlying tendencies of stigma-mediated social exclusion. Alongside
more nuanced ways of conceptualizing Tourette Syndrome, we suggest a thorough qualitative study of how
the people diagnosed with Tourette Syndrome and their
direct contacts come to terms with the condition.
Limitations
‘Common’ tics like throat-scraping are initially interpreted as being caused by something biological. They
therefore attract less blame than explicitly socially
inappropriate behavior. It is difficult to ‘find the balance’ in presenting Tourette Syndrome behavior in one
vignette. We have opted for the mild ‘throat-scraping’
tic in order not to contribute to a stereotyping that hurts
people diagnosed. However, results might have been
more pronounced when more inappropriate behavior
was chosen within the baseline condition.
In the baseline part of our study, we only established the baseline for blame attribution, but not
for the ‘social distance’ variables. We can therefore
only say that these two etiological explanations have
no measurable different impact on social distance. It
remains open, and interesting in terms of our speculation, whether or not they would both have a similar
impact on social distance.
Further on the baseline part of our study, we are
grateful to an anonymous reviewer to put pressure on
our choice for forcing participants to choose to pinpoint disruptive behavior to a dichotomous continuous scale between fully biological and fully psychological. Whilst we believe (see footnote 5) this choice
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is not only compatible with our ‘epigenetic’ conclusions but, in fact, supportive of them, we acknowledge
that our design forces a negative relation between
these two variables. If it turns out, as our anonymous
reviewer believes, that this implicit assumption is
not defensible then this part of our results is invalid. However, even in such an event (which we argue
against in footnote 5), the rest of our discussion can,
as the anonymous reviewer also points out, stand.
That said, the heart of the matter, as rightly noted by
the anonymous reviewer, is that “the fully biological
and fully psychological beliefs need not be mutually exclusive, as the measure might imply. It is feasible a participant may believe that behavior is both
fully biological and fully psychological, for example,
rather than either one or the other. My own belief
would be something along these lines. The perceived
causal influence of biological factors need not, in my
opinion, outweigh or come at the expense of social or
psychological factors. If I had a biological tendency
to be inattentive, this will in turn influence my interactions with the world and people around me, which
in turn may have psychological implications (or vice
versa…). As a result I would equally want to answer
both 20 and 80 on this scale, and so might be forced
to use the midpoint instead, which could equally be
interpreted as **neither** psychological nor biological, which would not be my intention.” This remark
is, of course, in line with our ‘epigenetic’ conclusion and merits further investigation in its own right.
Whilst we cannot address this in the scope of the current paper, there need not, in our view, be an incompatibility between biological and psychological factors being entangled in behavioral tendencies and an
instance of behavior, like tics, being assessed, in the
moment, of being the result of either more psychological or biological factors.
An anonymous reviewer pointed us to a statistical
limitation of our method. We have relied on an ordinal scale9 for blame attribution in line with previous
experimental paradigms such as reviewed by Haslam

9

We are well aware of the controversy surrounding the analysis of ordinal variables (see e.g., [23, 24]. However, in the present analyses we invoke the basic principle that the t test is uniformly most powerful [25], meaning, that the t test is the most
robust statistical test to discover whether or not there exist differences between experimental groups.
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and Kvaale [2]. Doing so however, may introduce
‘floor effects’ because our values for blame attribution approach, certainly in the third vignette, an, in
our set-up, minimal value of 1. At that time it becomes
difficult to see to what extent decreases are due to
changes in the vignette or due to participants’ inability to express nuance on the lower end of the scale. It
may even be the case that introducing more information leads to a ‘floor effect’ independent of the type of
information (whether biological, psychological or epigenetic) introduced. We agree to these caveats (which
are in line with our conclusion to not only rely on
quantitative methods in these matters, see also below)
but believe the result on epigenetic explanations as a
possible way out of the ‘mixed blessings’ or ‘double
edged sword’ double binds is, nevertheless, robust
enough to be interesting.
As some of our participants pointed out, we have
not phrased our responsibility question in a more prospective, forward looking, kind of way; for instance
by asking whether or not the participants believed
Dale or others should take measures to avoid situations of disruption. Based on discussions in the moral
responsibility literature [21], it is of interest to study
whether other ways to frame the vignettes or the
blame or social distance variables might be better in
uncovering quantitative differences related to exculpation and stigma. Whilst we hope this discussion
inspires innovation in quantitative, experimental surveys in this area, we believe it sets limits to the extent
in which such surveys can shed light on the complex
phenomenon of stigma. A first glimpse of these limits are provided via the narrative data collected at
the end of this survey. As our conclusion suggests, a
closer qualitative study of the practice of dealing with
Tourette Syndrome behavior, in all of its situational
complexity, can reveal intricacies shielded by initially
relying on the quantitative method. Final conclusions
should therefore, in our opinion, not be made without
exploring this qualitative detail. This speaks, in our
opinion, to the limits of the quantitative methods in
experimental philosophy when done with the purpose
of coming to universal and definite conclusions on
matters related to the full complexity of human relations [26].

2

That said, our interpretation of the qualitative data
in the free text responses is based on only a subset of
respondents. It is also very tentative compared to the
methods which need to be applied in rigorous qualitative research. The narrative data seems in any case to
be largely independent of whether it is presented in
the brain or habit framing. It points to a need to investigate how in their everyday practice, people navigate tensions expressed by phrases like double-edged
sword or mixed blessing. It would seem to be the
case that in everyday practice people explore an inbetween territory that judges behavior and people in a
more dynamic way. Exploring such dynamics apparently depends on the specific context of their own
situation, their relation and life history. So even if our
interpretation of the qualitative data is not definitive,
we believe the requirement for in-depth qualitative
research is well founded.
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Appendix 1: Social Distance Questionnaire
Participants are asked to rate their agreement with the
following sentences about Dale and this on a five-point
scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Not sure,
4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly agree). Items 1, 4, 6 and 8 are
reverse-scored. A higher score indicates desire for
more social distance from the target.
1. I could be friends with Dale.
2. I don’t want Dale to join my class.
3. If I saw Dale in the corridor I’d avoid him.
4. I’d be happy to spend time with Dale out of
school.
5. I wouldn’t introduce Dale to my friends.
6. I’d be happy to work on a group project with
Dale.
7. I’d never go to Dale for help with a personal
problem.
8. If Dale was in trouble I’d help him.

Appendix 2: Debriefing Statement
This study was designed to gauge your reaction to
behavior typical for Tourette Syndrome (’Dale’
case) and how you would react when somebody
diagnosed with Tourette syndrome would explain
this behavior.
Tourette Syndrome is often mischaracterized in
society by associating it to the compulsive uttering
of swear words (coprolalia). In fact, this behavior
only affects about 15% of people diagnosed with
Tourette Syndrome. The official diagnostic criteria
(per DSM-5) are multiple motor tics and at least
one vocal tic starting before 18 years. Vocal tics
can for instance be sniffing, throat scraping or blowing raspberries. Behavior in the ’Dale’ vignettes
is therefore typically present in cases of diagnosis
with Tourette Syndrome. It has also been validated
as typical and non-stigmatizing by people diagnosed with Tourette Syndrome and by specialists
working on Tourette Syndrome.
Please be aware Tourette Syndrome isn’t a rare condition. It is currently estimated to affect around 1 in a
100 individuals. It is therefore not unlikely you have
met (or indeed will meet) someone with Tourette’s.
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As to the causes of Tourette’s, the current consensus is that it is neurobiological in nature. However,
no specific genetic or neurological causes have as of
yet been pinpointed. There is ongoing research into
how someone’s environment influences tics both in
frequency and in content. This suggests that there
may be at least some environmental factors impacting on the (controllability of) tics. In this sense the
vignettes are in line with possible epigenetic explanations of Tourette Syndrome saying that tics flow
from an interplay of biological and environmental
factors. That said more research needs to be done
before we can make any more definitive statements
about this.
This survey is designed to see how people react
to tics, how this drives the need for those diagnosed
to disclose their condition and how the explanation
given for their behavior (sometimes at a time they are
not yet themselves aware of their diagnosis) impacts
the way others see them. Whatever the result of this
study and further scientific insights in Tourette Syndrome, what is clear is that the reactions of others
have, via stress, a major impact on the urge to tic and
the quality of life of those diagnosed. Your participation in this survey will therefore inform us one way or
another how to potentially make life better for people
with Tourette Syndrome.

Appendix 3: Social Distance Measures
Figure 3 gives the progression across the vignettes
in the two conditions for the first social distance
measure asking participants whether Dale had more
or less friends than average (cfr Methods section:
the higher this measure the higher the number of
friends participants thought Dale would have, the
measure can range between 1 and 5).
Figure 4 gives progression across the vignettes
in the two conditions for the second social distance
measure. In this case the measure as depicted is the
average of the total social distance construct computed per Appendix 1 over the 8 constituent items.
The higher this measure the higher the social distance
that participants would take from Dale (cfr Methods
Section, the measure can range between 1 and 5).
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Fig. 4  Mean and 95% CI of
‘Friends’ measure per time
point and condition

Fig. 5  Mean and 95% CI of
Social Distance Construct
per timepoint and condition
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